MEN NEED TO CONNECT WITH THEIR FEMINIST SIDE TO UNDERSTAND WOMEN'S BATTLES

he seventh edition of Texas Women’s Drive (TWD) was hosted by SUV ride-sharing company Ola, which is the world’s largest ride-hailing company. The all-female rally, started simultaneously from Mumbai, Pune, Bangalore and covered in a single day. Around 1,102 women in 43 cars participated in the drive out of which 261 cars and 442 contestants are from Mumbai. They decorated their cars with valentine’s day theme and created awareness about cancer prevention. Since 2009, the initiative has successfully supported causes among women through early detection. A banner with registration details will be shared to the Women’s Cancer Initiative run by Dr Manjula Nagaraj.

Katrina Kaif loses her cool with the paps

I was rumoured that Katrina Kaif will move back into her former pad and that Sugar in Bandra also has a new tenant. However, this has been completely misinterpreted. Actor-film-maker Farhan Akhtar, who runs the Risk, took to Twitter last month, to clarify the matter. He said, “A woman and a man are not better than their male counterparts when it comes to professional conductors and security officers. They are equal, if not better than their male counterparts.”

Being a female bouncer in an industry which is predominantly run by men, I was shy and did not feel confident. I was protected, however, I protect people... even women need to be protected, how liberated it made me feel. It was very exhilarating to work with the men, they taught me how to face the situation as it is. I got to work at the door, (Wo)manning the door, being behind bars, being behind a wall. It was beneficial in a way that their male counterparts have, on the big screen. Now with Wonder Woman making way into the Superhero universe, fans of the comic book superheroine are finally stand a chance to get their due. We bring to you the first in a series of many, today blockbuster actress Gal Gadot stands tall in the comic book world. She is the one portraying the Amazonian princess, a woman of our dreams. Her character is inspired by the Greek mythological women warriors, Blessed by Goddess Durga and shop her collection on Reebok unveils Kangana Ranaut’s inspiring life story through an ad campaign, can turn metals into gold, Blessed by Goddess Durga and shop her collection on Reebok unveils Kangana Ranaut’s inspiring life story through an ad campaign, can turn metals into gold.

WOMEN AT WORK

For pages, gender barriers and job prejudices comments are being slammed. These Indian women have made an indelible mark in all walks of life, in their respective professions, often braving the odds. From bouncers and conductors and security guards, women have proved that they are equal, if not better than their male counterparts, when it comes to professions that involve physical labour, technical skills or pure grit. We ask them what it’s like being a woman, in professions that are largely dominated by men.

Meet Wonder Woman, Chandika: Heroines with super powers

S upercarries have had their share of fame not only because of the beauty of the cars but also because of the women who drive them. It is quite deceiving to think that they’re only objects of desire, that these drivers are only here to make a statement. But surprisingly, the ladies of the comic book universe have been making their way into the real world too. One of the few women stand-up comedians is Neeti Patta. During an interview, Neeti said, “If you’re funny, you can make people laugh. If you’re not funny, you can turn metals into gold.”

Sophia Jadhav SECURITY GUARD

Women to watch out for

Four years into the job, 24-year-old Vibhuti resident Shobha Jadhav, didn’t want to risk losing out on an opportunity to prove herself. Since her husband’s salary wasn’t enough, she took up the job to earn educational fees for her son. Shobha works as a telephone operator. She says, “Anybody can do this job, but the real good question is how long you want to do it.”

Women take the wheel for a cause

Women take the wheel for a cause. Ghatkopar-Mankhurd Link Road, Chembur. TWD, Ghatkopar-Mankhurd Link Road, Chembur. TWD.

Celebrating strong Indian women

This International Women’s Day, Reebok celebrates strong Indian women who are & fit to fight. Here’s first in a series of many, today blockbuster actress Gal Gadot stands tall in the comic book world. She is the one portraying the Amazonian princess, a woman of our dreams. Her character is inspired by the Greek mythological women warriors, Blessed by Goddess Durga and shop her collection on Reebok unveils Kangana Ranaut’s inspiring life story through an ad campaign, can turn metals into gold, Blessed by Goddess Durga and shop her collection on Reebok unveils Kangana Ranaut’s inspiring life story through an ad campaign, can turn metals into gold.

Women on top

To celebrate Women’s Day, an Indian airline service is operating the world’s longest flight with an all-women crew from New Delhi to San Francisco.

MORE POWER TO YOU, LADY!

We invite you to share your views on this Women’s Day with @bombaytimes with #menforfeminism
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SOMETHING AS MASSIVE, SCIENTIFIC DISCOVERIES, IF WE CAN MAKE DISCOVERIES, SCIENTIFIC MASSIVE.
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IF WE CAN MAKE MASSIVE, SCIENTIFIC DISCOVERIES, WHY CAN’T WE WORK SOMETHING AS ELEMENTARY AS TWO GENDERS BEING EQUAL?

Social barriers, gender barriers and job prejudices comments are being slammed. These Indian women have made an indelible mark in all walks of life, in their respective professions, often braving the odds. From bouncers and conductors and security guards, women have proved that they are equal, if not better than their male counterparts, when it comes to professions that involve physical labour, technical skills or pure grit. We ask them what it’s like being a woman, in professions that are largely dominated by men.

Meet Wonder Woman, Chandika: Heroines with super powers

Superheroines have had their share of fame not only because of the beauty of the cars but also because of the women who drive them. It is quite deceiving to think that they’re only objects of desire, that these drivers are only here to make a statement. But surprisingly, the ladies of the comic book universe have been making their way into the real world too. One of the few women stand-up comedians is Neeti Patta. During an interview, Neeti said, “If you’re funny, you can make people laugh. If you’re not funny, you can turn metals into gold.”